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![Graph showing the distribution of keystream byte values with a peak around byte value 200. The x-axis represents keystream byte values from 0 to 256, and the y-axis represents the probability distribution ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488.](image-url)
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Probability vs Keystream byte value graph.
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The graph shows the distribution of keystream byte values at byte 281. The x-axis represents the keystream byte value, and the y-axis represents the probability. The distribution is plotted as a line graph.
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![Graph showing keystream distribution at byte 286. The x-axis represents the keystream byte value ranging from 0 to 256, and the y-axis represents the probability ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488. The graph displays a peak around byte value 128.]
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![Graph showing the keystream distribution at byte 294. The x-axis represents the keystream byte value ranging from 0 to 256, and the y-axis represents the probability ranging from 0.00390673 to 0.00390688. The graph displays a distribution pattern with fluctuations and peaks.](image-url)
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![Graph of Keystream distribution at byte 296](image-url)
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Probability vs. Keystream byte value graph.
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![Graph showing the keystream distribution at byte 307. The x-axis represents the keystream byte value, ranging from 0 to 256. The y-axis represents the probability, ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488.]
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![Graph showing the Keystream distribution at byte 326. The x-axis represents the Keystream byte value, ranging from 0 to 256, and the y-axis represents the probability, ranging from 0.00390578 to 0.00390649. The graph shows a trend with fluctuations across the byte values.](image-url)
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![Graph showing the keystream distribution at byte 331. The x-axis represents the keystream byte value, ranging from 0 to 256. The y-axis represents the probability, ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488. The graph indicates a distribution pattern across the byte values.](image-url)
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![Keystream Distribution Graph]

- Probability scale on the left axis.
- Keystream byte value on the horizontal axis.
- Values range from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488.
- Graph shows the distribution of keystream values at byte 351.
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Probability vs. Keystream byte value graph.
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![Keystream distribution graph](image-url)
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Probability vs Keystream byte value graph.
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[Graph showing the keystream distribution with values ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488 across the byte values from 0 to 256.]
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![Keystream distribution graph](image-url)
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![Graph showing the keystream distribution at byte 411. The x-axis represents the keystream byte value, ranging from 0 to 256, and the y-axis represents the probability, ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488. The graph shows a fluctuating pattern with a noticeable peak around byte value 160.]
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![Graph showing the keystream distribution at byte 431 with probability values ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488. The graph plots the probability against the keystream byte value, ranging from 0 to 256.]
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Probability vs. Keystream byte value graph.
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![Graph showing the keystream distribution at byte 445. The x-axis represents keystream byte values from 0 to 256, and the y-axis represents probability values. The graph shows a fluctuating pattern with peaks and troughs.](image-url)
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![Graph showing keystream distribution at byte 455](image_url)
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![Graph showing keystream distribution at byte 463](image-url)
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![Graph showing keystream distribution at byte 479](image-url)
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![Graph showing keystream distribution at byte 484. The x-axis represents keystream byte values from 0 to 256, and the y-axis represents probability values ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488. The graph displays a smooth distribution with minor fluctuations.](image-url)
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![Graph showing keystream distribution with probabilities ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488. The x-axis represents Keystream byte value, ranging from 0 to 256, while the y-axis represents the probability, ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488.]
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![Graph showing keystream distribution at byte 492 with probability values ranging from 0.003905773 to 0.003906488 on the y-axis and keystream byte values from 0 to 256 on the x-axis.](chart.png)
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Probability vs. Keystream byte value graph.
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